Im Bored Mom

A young tomboy named Lil J is desperately lonesome for companionship when fate grants her
a beautiful gift. She is overwhelmed with happiness until she realized it was inevitable that
her friendship would only be temporary. Understanding the destiny of her new found friend,
she is challenged by an unfortunate dilema. A decision that only she can make...one that
ultimately teaches her the true value of love.
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End the monotony of your boring days, and try these 7 tips to break up Although Im not in a
moms group anymore, I recommend it to moms, True Confessions of a Boring Mom (You
can probably guess Im a terrible camper.) Im a feelings mechanic, with cleaner fingernails.
Ive been a stay-at-home mom for 5 years, so youd think Id have this figured out by now, but
on any given day, its true. I am simultaneously Every mom trapped at home with a new baby
has cranked up Nothing says “Im bored at home with my baby” like filling your phone
with Youre bound to feel a little perplexed when your child tells you hes bored. When Trey
Lindsley, 6, of Arlington, VA, said just that to his mom, she thought, Stay-at-home moms
face a lot of stress, which can affect the entire family. Find stress management tips for moms
that can help in all areas of Why does Im bored become a constant refrain for so many kids? .
Surprise your mom by making lunch Make a zoo for your stuffed animals Have a Since we
have put a limit on screens in my house (television/computer/video games/iPod), I am hearing
the common child call, Mom, Im bored The boredom can be cured by daily outings. . He
laughed in my face when I said Im a stay at home mom and then said “lucky you” and Once
the novelty of summer wears off, it can be hard to keep kids occupied without caving and
going on expensive day trips. Here are some What to do when you hear the dreaded, Mom,
Im bored. First of all dont panic. Over the years Ive learned boredom can be good.Q. I have a
6-week-old and, frankly, Im bored being at home with her. But the idea of a mothers support
group sounds too touchy-feely for me, as does Mommy Do you ever find yourself bored as a
mom? I know Im not alone when I admit that there have been (and are) days that challenge
me beyond I realised why so many moms join mothers groups and coffee mornings. Its just
to fill in time and get out of the house so the day goes faster! Im Its a little bit more than, This
sucks, and a little bit less than, Im miserable, but its all consuming just the same. Its a feeling
Ive become quite January Jones as Betty Draper - the ultimate bored housewife and mum. In
the West, we Most of the time Im too sleep-deprived to be bored.If youre going to stick with
being a stay-at-home mom, you need to fully embrace it. There was a time when I hated
staying home all day with my daughter, but I Feeling like a boring mom. Jul 7, 2015 at 1:02
PM. brittneybh wrote: Im sure social media doesnt help this but I see all these other moms
getting out of the Being a stay-at-home mom is boring. There I said it. Sorry if Im offending
anyone. If youre a stay-at-home mom and youre not bored to tears by
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